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Under fairly broad conditions, we establish a lower bound for the rate of total 
entropy generation associated with a similarity solution of a Riemann problem for 
a hyperbolic system of conservation laws. For weak Riemann problems, under 
more restrictive assumptions, we show that Dafermos’ entropy condition is equiv- 
alent to the classical condition. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
For nonlinear, hyperbolic systems of conservation laws in one space 
variable which satisfy a condition of genuine nonlinearity in the large [S], 
the entropy conditions based on comparison of shock and characteristic 
speeds [2], an entropy inequality [3], or an extension of the Oleinik con- 
dition to systems [4] are equivalent, for shocks of any stength. For a fairly 
broad class of such systems, existence in the large is known for similarity 
solutions of a given Riemann problem, satisfying the common entropy con- 
dition [7]. Uniqueness in this class, however, can fail [S], which motivates 
consideration pf possible alternative forms of an entropy condition. 
Here we consider the entropy condition proposed by Dafermos [l], as 
applied to Riemann problems. For systems of arbitrary dimension n 
equipped with a strictly convex entropy function, Dafermos’ condition is 
that the “correct” weak solution minimize the rate of total entropy genera- 
tion at each time. The rate of total entropy generation is constant for 
similarity solutions of Riemann problems, so this condition is relatively 
easily applied to such. Even for Riemann problems, however, the rela- 
tionship between Dafermos’ condition and the other entropy conditions 
appears to be understood only for special cases, e.g. [ 11. 
Under rather broad conditions, essentially that the extreme fields k = 1 
and k = n are nondegenerate in a strong sense, we shall prove here that the 
rate of total entropy generation is bounded from below, for any similarity 
solution of a given Riemann problem. Under much more restrictive condi- 
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tions, including strict hyperbolicity, genuine nonlinearity in the large, and 
the requirement that the two end-states ZQ, U, be sufficiently c ose together, 
we show that Dafermos’ condition is equivalent to the others: the entropy 
similarity solution, known to be unique within a neighborhood of the end- 
states, is unique globally, and uniquely minimizes the rate of total entropy 
generation. 
In passing, we note that it is possible to extend this second result to 
some systems which include linearly degenerate fields. At present, however, 
this requires a technical and difficult-to-verify assumption about what 
happens when the speed of a strong k-shock approaches the characteristic 
speed & + 1 at one of the states o connected, which can happen when field 
k + 1 is linearly degenerate. In the interests of brevity and readability, we 
restrict a tention to the simpler case here. 
II. REVIEW AND NOTATION 
The systems we consider admit a strictly convex entropy function, and 
are conveniently written in symmetric form [6] 
b’(u), + V(u), = 09 f>O,XE%, (2-l )
where 4, $ are smooth maps of W to 93, 4 strictly convex (upwards). 
Throughout, primes denote differentiation with respect to U. Similarity 
solutions of Riemann problems for (2.1) may be represented as piecewise 
smooth, weak solutions of a system of ordinary differential equations 
-zcuu), + V(u), = 0, -m<z<oo (2.2) 
u(-co)=u,, u(+co)=u, (2.3) 
in which u = u(z), and z = x/t is the independent variable throughout. 
The end-states uI, u, are considered as given and lixed, and throughout 
we use the notation 
P=lu,-%I* (2.4) 
In fact, these solutions are of a very special form, containing a finite num- 
ber of intervals in which u is constant, a finite number of intervals in which 
u is smooth but not constant (the rarefaction waves), and a finite number 
of jump discontinuities, at points zi, i= 1, . . . M, where the Rankine- 
Hugoniot relation holds, 
R(u(z, + O), U(Zi - O), Zi) = 0, (2.5) 
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where 
R(P? 47 s) = -44’(P) - F(4)) + F(P) - b+‘(q). (2.6) 
Without additional assumptions, there is no a priori limit on the number 
of each of these elements in a solution of (2.2), (2.3). 
In these variables, the entropy function/flux are known explicitly, 
f4P)=P.bf(P)-4(P), F(P)=P.$'(P)-HP) (2.7) 
for all p E !JP. However, there is some freedom in the choice of the entropy 
function, which we wish to exploit. Specifically, for qE ‘W, we have the 
quadratic parts of U, F at q, given by 
U(P;q)=(P-q).~‘(P)-~(P)+~(q), 
J’(P; 4) = (p - 4). F(P) - HP) + v+(q), 
(2.8) 
noting that 
U(q; q) = f’(q; q) = 0, U(Pic?)>O for all p # q, (2.9) 
the final relation following from the convexity of 4. 
Analogously with (2.2), the entropy function/flux satisfy 
-ZU(U; q)z+F(u; q)z= F a(249 Zi)b(Z-Z;), (2.10) 
i=l 
6 the Dirac easure in (2.10), where the entropy drop a(u, zi) is given by 
a(242 Zi)= -Zi[U(U(Zi+O); q)- U(U(Zi-0); q)] 
+F(u(zi+O); q)-F(u(zi-0); 9); (2.11) 
from (2.5), (2.6), (2.7), it follows that a(u, zi) is independent of q. 
The rate of total entropy generation, associated with a given solution r.4 
of (2.2), (2.3), is thus given by 
S(u)= z a(u, Zi). (2.12) 
i=l 
As usual, a discontinuity of speed s connecting two points p, q E W, i.e., 
a solution p #q of 
WP, 4,s) = 0, (2.13) 
is called a k-shock if q, s can be continuously deformed, satisfying (2.13), 
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to p, &(p), respectively. Here & is the characteristic speed at p, obtained 
from 
(v’(P)-&(P)4”(P))rk(P)=O> k = 1, . ..) n, (2.14) 
in which rk is the corresponding eigenvector, and the & are put in non- 
decreasing order, as customary. Comparison of (2.2) with (2.14) shows that 
in intervals where u is smooth but not constant, 
Ak(“(z)) = z (2.15) 
and U, is parallel to rk, for some k, leading to the identification as
k-rarefactions. 
DEFINITION. We say that field n (respectively field 1) is nondegenerate if 
1. All solutions of (2.13) with q#p and s> I,(p) (resp. s<l,(p)) 
correspond to n-shocks (resp. l-shocks) 
2. Given any n-shock (resp. l-shock) of speed s connecting 
p, q, p #q, it follows that 
(i) There exist no solutions y of R(p, y, s) = 0 or R(q, y, s) = 0, 
YZP or 4. 
(ii) For all k= 1, . . . . n, s#il,(p) or n,(q). 
(iii) All solutions of R(p, y, 5) = 0 or R(q, y, 9) = 0, with y # p, q 
and s” > s (resp. S< s) correspond to n-shocks (resp. l-shocks). 
These conditions, with analogous conditions holding for the intermediate 
fields, are satisfied as well in systems which are genuinely nonlinear in the 
large [S] and for which all discontinuities are k-shocks for some k. 
III. LOWER BOUND ON THE RATE OF ENTROPY GENERATION 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that 4 is strictly convex, and that fields 1, n are 
nondegenerate. Then there exists a constant c, depending only on Iu,I, Iu,l, 
such that every weak solution of (2.2), (2.3) satisfies 
S(u) 2 -c. (3.1) 
We shall prove a stronger statement, which will be useful subsequently. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Assume that $ is strictly convex and that fields 1, n are non- 
degenerate. Let K = maximum (Iu,(, Iu,J ). Then there exists a constant c, 
such that for any given interval a <z < /.I, and any given weak solution u of 
W), W), 
S(u) 2 k fB U(u(z); h) dz - c,p*[ 1 + maximum ([al, @I)] (3.2) 
bl 
with p given by (2.4), where h E W’ (which may depend on a, 8, u) satisfies 
Ih - uJ, lh- u,( <3p/2. (3.3) 
ProoJ Let u be an arbitrary, weak solution of (2.2), (2.3), and let q be 
any value of z at which u is continuous. Setting q= u, in (2.10) and 
integrating from -cc to q, using (2.9) we obtain 
S(u; (- 00, CT)) = F(u(v); 4 - rW(rl); uj) + In U(u(z); uJ dz (3.4) --m 
where here and below, S(u; I) is the rate of entropy generation associated 
with a solution u within the interval Z, i.e., 
S(u; I) = c o(u, ZJ 
PIE I 
(3.5) 
Similarly, setting q = u, in (2.10) and integrating from q to + co, we 
obtain 
S(u; (rt, a~))= -flu(v); u,) + rlU(uh); u,) + j- Ub(z); u,) dz. (3.6) 
fl 
As u is continuous at q, S(u) = S(u; ( - co, q)) + S(u; (q, co)); adding 
(3.4), (3.6), and using (2.8), 
S(u) = F(ubl); UJ-fwtl); u,) - rlCU(u(tl); u,  - U(u(tt); % I
+j’I ci(u(z);u/)dz+Jm U(u(z);u,)dz 
=(u,luI).l/l’(u(ll))+s(ll:)--~(u,) 
- rlC(u,- 4) *#‘(u(rl)) + @(u,) - 4(4)1 
+ J’ 
-02 
u(u(z); u,)dz + Jm u(u(z); u,)dz. 
0 
(3.7) 
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In (3.7), for q sufficiently negative that u(z) = uI for all z < q, using (2.9) 
- vC(ur - 4.4’(4 + 44 - &ur)l+ ID W4z); ur) dz 
v 
= -F(u,; u,) + qu(u,; u,) +Jm u(u(z); u,)dz 
rl 
= -F(u,; u,) + j-” [U(u(z); u,) - U(u,; u,)] dz + lam U@(z); u,) dz 
v 
= --F(u,; 24,) + Jo Cut4z); u,) - WQ; u,)l dz + J m U(u(z); u,) dz. -cc 0 
(3.8) 
In the same manner, choosing q is (3.7) such that u(z) = U, for all z 2 q, 
we find 
S(u) = F(u,; UJ + Jo 
-m 
u&(z); ul) dz + j-a [L+(Z); u,) - u(u,; ur)] dz. 
0 
(3.9) 
Averaging (3.8) and (3.9), we have finally 
S(u) =; CF(u,; u,) - mu,; &)I 
C Vu(z); 4 + ut4z); u,) - Vu,; u,)l dz cc 
+ ; Jom cuw); ul) + u(u(z); ur) - vu,; ur)l dz. (3.10) 
Now let B be a ball of radius p, centered at $(u, + u,). Let z- G a, 
z + 2 /.I, p q E ‘iR” be determined by 
u(z) $0, z- <z<a, and /3<z<z+; (3.11) 
p=u(z- -O)EQ, q=u(z+ +O)EG!. (3.12) 
With p, q thus determined, let U. = maximum ( U( p; q), U( q; p)) and let 
Q. be determined from 
Qo= {.Y$Q I WY; p)+ U(y;q)< Uoh (3.13) 
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from the strict convexity of 4, using (2.8) it follows that 
IY-4 GCP for all yEGo, (3.14) 
and 
dist(Q,, u[), dist(Q,, u,) > cp > 0; (3.15) 
here and below, c is a generic constant, independent of U, p. From (2.8) and 
(3.14), we have U, < cp2 immediately. 
We now distinguish five cases, depending on the values of U, at points in 
the intervals (z- , a) and (D, z+ ) where u is continuous: 
(A) 4z)$Qo forall UE(Z-,cI)u(/?,z+) (3.16) 
(B) 4zd E Qo for some z0 > 8, z0 < 0 (3.17) 
(Cl 4%) E Qo for some z0 > /?, z0 > 0 (3.18) 
P) 44 E Qo for some z0 < CI, z0 > 0 (3.19) 
(El 44 E Qo for some z0 < CI, z0 < 0. (3.20) 
Case (D) is the reflection f (B) and case (E) is the reflection f(C), so 
it suffices toconsider the first hree cases. 
For case (A), we introduce three functions ur, u2, u3: 
u,(z)= 
i 
u(z), --co<z<z 
PT zp<z<cc 
(3.21) 
p, --oo<Z,<ZP 
02 (z) = u(z), zp <z<z+ (3.22) 
4, z+<z<co 
u3 (z) = 
i 
47 -co<z~z+ 
u(z), z, <z<co. 
(3.23) 
Each of the ui, u2, u3 is a weak solution of (2.2), and as each of the 
discontinuities ofu appears in exactly one of the ur, u2, uj it follows that 
S(u) = S(q) + S(u2) + S(u,). (3.24) 
To estimate S(u,), we use (3.7), with u replaced by u1 and U, by p, 
obviously. If z _ < 0, we can choose q = 0, obtaining 
(3.25) 
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since p E Q. For z _ 2 0, we choose q = z _ - 6 for small 6 > 0, obtaining 
S(u,)> (P-u,).~‘(P)+Icl(u,)-II/(P) 
-z- C(P - 4). 4’(P) + 4(h) - &)I + O(6) 
> -cp2(1 +z-) 
2 -cp2(1 +cI) 
= -cp2(1 +minimum (Icrl, IPI)) (3.26) 
In the same manner, we obtain the same estimate for S(Q). We obtain 
S(u,) from (3.10), 
s(u*)=f(F(q;p)-F(p;q)) 
+;s: [Vu,; P) + vu,; 4) - VP; 4)l d.2 m 
+gom cut u,; p) + U(u,; q) - U(q; p)] dz. (3.27) 
For z_ <O<z+, (3.27) becomes 
s(u,)=~(F(q;p)-F(p;q))+lj’ CU(u,;~)+U(u,;q)-U(~;q))dz 
z- 
02; P) + Vu,; q) - U(q; PII dz 
~~(F(q;y.)-F(p;q))+~f’+ CU(~,;~)+U(~,;q)-Uoldz 
z- 
~~(~(q;p)--F(p;q))+~~BCU(~2;p)+Li(v2;q)-~old~ 
a 
a-cp2(1+/?-ct)+~jBU(u2;p)dz. (3.28) 
c( 
For z _ > 0, (3.27) becomes 
+;y CU( ~2; P) + U(o2; q) - u(q; PII dz 
z- 
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+fjz+ [U(u,; p) + vu,; q) - U(q; p)] dz 
z- 
+ij” [UC u,; P) + Vu,; 4) - U(q; P)I dz a 
> -cp2(1 +z_ +fl-a)+;lb U(u,;p)dz 
a 
> -cp’(1 +maximum (1~1, Ifi~))+~~’ U(u,; p)dz (3.29) 
a 
again using (3.16) and (3.22). The case z, <O leads to the same estimate 
(3.29) by the same argument. Thus in case (A) we can choose h= p in 
(3.2), satisfying (3.3), and obtain (3.2) from (3.24), (3.25) or (3.26), and 
(3.28) or (3.29). 
In case (B), we can simply choose q = z. in (3.7); using (3.14), we find 
S(u)> -cp2(1 + lz,l)+ jzo 
--m 
U(u(z); u,) dz + jm U(u(z); u,) dz 
aI 
a -cp*(l + IPI) + I’ VW); q) dz 
a 
(3.30) 
so that (3.2) holds with h = u,. 
In case (C), we also use (3.7) with q = zO, obtaining 
S(u) 2 -cp2( 1 + z0) + jzo 
-cc 
U(u(z); ul) dz + jm U(u(z); u,) dz 
20 
2 -cp2(1 +z,))+J-’ U(u(z); u,)dz+ jm U(u(z); u,)dz, (3.31) 
L1 20 
and in this case u(zO) E 52,. Obviously, it suffices toconsider the case of z0 
large. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose u is continuous at z,, > A,,(u,), with u(z,,) E sZO, and 
also zo>A,(w)for all w such that Jw-uu,I < Iu(z,,)-u,I. 
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Then 
s o2 U(u(z); 24,  dz 2 b(z,)( 1+ ZIJ)minimum lu(z,,) - u,I, l), (3.32) 
20 
where 
&d + a as zO-ico. (3.33) 
Of course, an analogous result holds for z0 large in magnitude and negative. 
First we note that given this lemma, we can easily obtain (3.2) from 
(3.31), with h = a,, so that the proof of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 will be 
completed. 
The proof of Lemma 3.3 depends, in turn, on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let zi, zj be two points where u is not continuous, with 
u(zi - 0) = w, u(zj + 0) = y. Assume that the discontinuity at zj is a k-shock 
for some k, and that field k is nondegenerate. Suppose that 
[u(z)-yl >p forall zi<z<zj 
IY-4 GY 
dist([zi,~i], i&(y), k= 1, . . . n))>6>0. 
Then for any g such that 1 g - yl < y, 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
s 
’ U(u(z); g) dz 
zi 
2 a(p, y, 6) minimum (Iy- WI, l)(l + minimum (fZil, z,l)), (3.37) 
where 
ah, y, 4 -+ ~0 as p + 00, withy, Gfixed; (3.38) 
ah 24 6) 2 c+5 > 0 as y + 0 + , with p, 6 fixed. (3.39) 
First we use Lemma 3.4 to prove Lemma 3.3. From (3.14) and (3.15), we 
note that lu(z,) - u,)/p is bounded above and below, away from zero. 
Furthermore, as z,, exceeds A,(u(z,)) and &,(u,), u(zO) and u, cannot be 
connected by a single shock-there must be a sequence of n-shocks, 
conceivably n-rarefactions in addition, connecting these two points. 
We shall apply Lemma 3.4 in one or more steps, with z descreasing in 
subsequent steps. We choose g = u,, y = lu(zO) - u,I + p, and 
6=z,- sup Lo (3.40) 
lY--u,l~l~(~o)--u,l 
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and add the contributions to rzT U(u(z); u,) dz obtained from the right side 
of (3.37). 
Let the points of discontinuity of u, zi, i= 1, . . . . A4 be in increasing order. 
We denote the parameters associated with step m by a superscript m, 
m = 1, 2, . . . . Then for the m th application of Lemma 3.4, 
Z,m=Z~M2(m--1)Z~=Z~U--l~2(m--1); (3.41) 
y” = u(zi” + O), ~~=U(Z~-o)=ym+~. (3.42) 
Noting that yi = u(zM -t- 0) = u,, we terminate the steps when we reach 
some wrn such that 1 wrn - u,( 2 lu(z0) - u,J. This final value wrn may or may 
not be ~(z,,), but in any case 
c I Y” - 4 2 1% - u(zo)l- (3.43) 
m 
By induction, if ( y” - u,( -C lu(zO) - u,( and z? > zO, then the shock with 
speed z,? satisfies the entropy condition, and from the assumption of a non- 
degenerate field, i.e., genuine nonlinearity in the large, 
~,(u(2,“-0))>2~>z0, (3.44) 
which implies lu(zT - 0) - u,( > lu(z,) - u,(, i.e., U(Z; - 0) cannot be u,. 
From (3.44), for z <z,?, u(z,? - 0) cannot be connected by a rarefaction, 
and thus 
u(zi” - 0) = u(zY + O), (3.45) 
so ZT 2 z0 with equality only if wrn = u(zO). Thus z?, zm > z0 for all the 
necessary steps. 
Finally, as z. increases, hocks with speed z 2 z. connecting one point in 
a bounded neighborhood of U, to some other point necessarily increase in 
strength, so from (3.45), /A in (3.34) increases. Thus (3.33) follows from 
(3.38), completing the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. In view of (3.38) and (3.39), it suffices toconsider 
the case p $ y. 
The shock at z = zj connects y to some point 8, i.e., R( y, 0, zi) = 0, with 
R given by (2.6). By genuine nonlinearity, zj is not a characteristic speed 
at 0, so U(Z) = 0 in an interval zj - T < z < zj, for some r > 0. Indeed, for r 
sufficiently small, there are no characteristic speeds at 0 in this interval, and 
the only solutions u of R(u(z), 8, z) = 0 are obtained as solutions of an 
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initial value problem (in the direction of decreasing z), obtained by 
differentiating (2.6), 
(V(u) - Z@‘(U))% = 4’(u) - 4’(e) (3.46) 
u(q) = y. (3.47) 
From (3.36), the matrix @‘(u)-z@‘(u) is nonsingular for z E (zi, zj) and 
u in a neighborhood of y, and indeed in this neighborhood 
Il(~“(~)-z~“(~))-‘Il 641 + 14). (3.48) 
Therefore we can uniquely continue the solution of (3.46) until u leaves 
a neighborhood of y, or until Iv(z) - yI > I w - yI with (3.48) holding, and 
obtain 
z ,c(l+minimum(lzil, lzil))minimum(l, Iw-yl) 
, 
If(Y) - 4’(Ql+ WY) 
(3.49) 
Furthermore, from (3.49) and (2.8), 
s 
zj U(u(z); g) dz 2 dqe; g) 
2, 
> a(~, y, 6)( 1 + minimum (Iz,I, Izjl)) minimum (1, I w - yl) 
(3.50) 
with 
& y 8)=c(e-g).~‘(e)-~(e)+~(g) 
3 > 
I$‘(@ - f(Y)1 + WY) 
=C 
(e-~).O’(e)-~(e)+~(~)+,(~) 
km4 - #I( + O(Y) 
(3.51) 
using (g- y( <y. We obtain (3.38) and (3.39) from (3.51), using the strict 
convexity of 4, (3.34) in the form (0 - yj > p, and (3.35). Of course, the 
same result holds with w and y, zi and zj interchanged in the various 
hypotheses. 
IV. EQUIVALENCE OF DAFERMOS’ CONDITION 
As an application of the above results, we shall show that for “small” 
Riemann problems, Dafermos’ condition is equivalent to the classical 
entropy condition. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that 4 is strictly convex in u, that the system 
(2.1) is genuinely nonlinear inthe large [S], and that all discontinuities (i.e., 
all solutions of(2.5)) are k-shocks for some k. 
Assume in addition that the system (2.1) is strictly h perbolic and 
genuinely nonlinear in the classical sense (i.e., rk. & # 0 for all k) in a 
neighborhood fur, and that p = Iu, - u,I > 0 is sufficiently small. Then the 
entropy weak solution f the Riemann problem (2.2), (2.3) is unique in the 
large, and uniquely minimizes the rate of total entropy generation over the 
class of the piecewise mooth, weak solutions of(2.2) (2.3). 
Remarks. We do not require that the comparison solutions of (2.2), 
(2.3) remain close to the end-states u,, u,; for finite values of z, lu(z)l can 
be arbitrarily arge. 
The nonuniqueness example of [S] satisfies all of the assumptions of 
Theorem 4.1 except that p be small. 
Given genuine nonlinearity in the large and the condition that all discon- 
tinuities are k-shocks, it follows that all fields are nondegenerate as 
described in Section 2, so the results of Section 3 hold. 
Proof Let u be an arbitrary, piecewise smooth weak solution of (2.2), 
(2.3), and let u,, be the entropy solution (in the small) of (2.2), (2.3). Since 
S(u,) < 0, it suffices toconsider the case S(u) < 0. We shall first show that 
the form of such a solution u is in fact quite limited. Let E > 0 be such that 
waves (shocks or rarefactions) ofstrength de behave like weak waves; the 
precise value of E is not critical, and will be discussed in Section 6. In what 
follows, the generic constant c may depend on E, but is independent of u 
and p. 
LEMMA 4.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, suppose u satisfies 
(2.2), (2.3) with S(u) ~0. Then for each k= 1, . . . . 1.4, there is an interval 
Ik, ak c z < Pk, such that 
‘k(“l)-ak, bk-&(u[)>c6 (4.1) 
b(z) - %I G 6 for all z E Ik (4.2) 
~“(ak)-~uI~~ iu(pk)-u,/ ccp (4.3) 
with u constant in a neighborhood fak, pk. 
Outside the Ik, u is piecewise constant, and satistfies 
b(z) - u,l G cp, Z# fi ‘k 6 Wj, 
k=l i= I 
(4.4) 
505/87/l-9 
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where the intervals wj, referred to below as excursions, are bounded by points 
of discontinuity of u, oj = [z,:, zj’ 1. The excursions satisfy 
5 Iu(z,” +O)-u(z,- -0)l <c-p’ (4.5) 
j=l 
lu(z) - u,I 2 CE, z,: < 2 <z,: (4.6) 
lu(z,~ + 0) - u(z,- -0)l d cqu; 0,). (4.7) 
The proof is given in Section 5. 
From (4.7), it follows that if all discontinuities in u satisfy the entropy 
condition, then no excursions oj can occur. Thus all entropy solutions of 
(2.2), (2.3) remain close to the endpoints u,, u,, which implies that the 
classical entropy solution uO is in fact globally unique. 
For our given solution u, however, there can be any number of waves 
(rarefactions, entropy shocks, or entropy-violating shocks) within each 
interval Ik, but these are necessarily weak k-waves. We next claim that the 
net variation in u, within each Zk, can be approximated by that of a single 
wave, satisfying the entropy condition. 
LEMMA 4.3. For each k = 1, . . . . n, there is a function ii = ii(z), z E I,, such 
that 
ii satisfies (2.2), weakly, for z E Zk ; (4.8) 
Within Ik, ii is constant, except possibly for a single wave, 
which is either a k-rarefaction or a k-shock satisfying the 
entropy condition. In either case, this wave is of strength O(p), 
has speed within O(p) of &(u,), and satisfies (4.9) 
fi(cY, + 0) = u(cqJ (4.10) 
IWk - 0) - u(P!f)l6 c(S(u; Zk) - S(k Id). (4.11) 
The proof is given in Section 6. For the time being, the strength of a 
wave may be taken proportional to the magnitude of the associated change 
in u; this will be made more specific in Section 6. 
Letu,=u,(z), -cc<z<co begivenby 
ul(z)= 
fib), z E Ik, k = 1, .,., n 
u(z), z$ uz/c. 
(4.12) 
The function u, satisfies (2.2) weakly, in any interval which does not 
include any of the points fikr at which u, in general is not continuous. 
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(Note that S(ii; Zk) in (4.11) and below does not include a contribution 
from the point Pk.) However, we can define 
S(u,)= i S(ii;Z,)+ 5 s(u;wj) 
k=l j=l 
zS(u)-A,, (4.13) 
where 
d,= i s(u;z,)-L$(ii;z,) 
k=l 
B 0, (4.14) 
i.e., the rate of total entropy generation has been reduced in replacing u by 
ul. Although u1 is not continuous at each Pk, we have 
<CP (4.15) 
using (4.3), (4.9), (4.10), and (4.12). Furthermore from (4.11) and (4.14) 
,c, bl(bk+“)-~l(fik-O)I <cd,. (4.16) 
Next we absorb the excursions oj. The total net variation of u accom- 
plished by the excursions is given by 
7= i z&+ +o)-u(zJ: -0) 
j=l 
n-1 
=u(al)-uU,+ c u(ak+l)-u(ak)+u,--u(B,) 
k=l 
= W) (4.17) 
from (4.5), and the total entropy generation from the excursions is 
N 
d* = C S(U; Wj) 
,=I 
(4.18) 
with equality only if there are no excursions. 
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Let u2 = u2 (z), - co <z < cc be a weak solution of (2.2) within each of 
the Zk, containing, within each such interval, atmost one k-wave, a rarefac- 
tion or entropy shock. Outside the intervals Zk, we set u2(z) = U(Q), 
fik-,-cz2ak or z<al, and u2 (z) = u,, z > 8,. Like ur, u2 is not a weak 
solution of (2.3) in any interval containing some Pk, and it does not satisfy 
the boundary conditions at z = -co. 
The strength of the waves in u2 is uniquely determined by application of 
the implicit function theorem to 
,gl (uz(Pk-O)-UI(Bk-o))=Z, (4.19) 
noting that from (4.17) and (4.18), 
Itl 6 cd,. (4.20) 
We estimate the magnitude of the discontuities in u2, at points Pk, by 
G l4ak+*)-~l(Bk+o)I + l~I(Bk+O)-~I(Pk-O)I 
+ l%(Pk-O)-~2(Pk-O)I 
6 1 1u(zj’+0)-u(z~ -ON + lu,(Bk+O)-UI(Bk-O)I 
u,E(bk.ak+l) 
+ lu,(Bk-O)-~Z(Bk-O)I (4.21) 
with the convention a, + 1 = co, #(a, + 1) = u,. 
Using (4.15) and (4.17), plus another application of (4.5) in (4.21), we 
find 
lu2(Pk+O)-~2(Pk-0)1 dCP9 (4.22) 
while using (4.16), (4.20) and (4.7), (4.18) in (4.21), we find 
IU2(Pk+O)-U2(Pk-o)l dc(d,+~,). (4.23) 
To find the entropy generation associated with u2, we use the following. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose a weak k-wave of strength [, either a rarefaction or 
an entropy shock, is modified in strength by an amount v (becoming either a 
rarefaction or an entropy shock). Then the algebraic increase in the entropy 
drop CJ (given by (2.11) for a shock, equat to zero for a rarefaction) of this 
wave is no more than cc2v. 
Proof: Only in the case where the wave was originally a shock, and 
becomes weaker (or becomes a rarefaction), isthere an algebraic increase 
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in the entropy drop 0. In the case [VI < [cl, i.e., a weaker shock, the increase 
in the entropy drop is (<- v)~-[~ <c{*v. In case Iv/ > [[I, i.e., the wave 
disappears or becomes a rarefaction, the increase in cr is c3 < 1%. 
Now in the transition from u1 to u2, the wave within Zk is originally of 
strength O(p) from (4.9), and is modified by strength O(lzl) from (4.19). 
We apply Lemma 4.4 with i = O(p), v = O(lzl) = O(p*), also [VI = O(d,) 
from (4.17) and (4.20) so that any increase in the entropy drop is only 
w2 42). 
Therefore from (4.13) and (4.18) 
k=l 
<S(u)-A,-d,+cp2d*, (4.24) 
the additional -A, arising since the excursions have been removed, 
We form a weak solution u3 of (2.2) from the wave in u2, as in Lax’s 
solution of the Riemann problem in the small 121. We connect U, s p,, to 
some p, by a l-wave, p, to p2 by a 2-wave, etc., up to pnP1 to p,, by an 
n-wave. Each wave in u3 is of the same type and strength as the 
corresponding wave in u *; the same entropy drop in the case of a k-shock, 
the same change Ipk-pk-il= IUz(Pk-O)-ti2(&+O)) in the case of a 
rarefaction. Thus 
S(u3) = S(u*), (4.25) 
and u3 satisfies (2.2) with u3 (- co) = Us, but 
1”3(+co)--u,1 Gcc b2(bk+O)-Uk(bk-0)i 
k 
(4.26) 
which is O(p) by (4.22) and O(A, + A*) by (4.23). The waves in u3 are of 
strength O(p), as were the waves in uz, and u3 satisfies the entropy 
condition. Finally, we modify the strength of the waves in u3, preserving 
the entropy condition, so that the new solution uq satisfies both boundary 
conditions (2.3). Applying Lemma 4.4 again with c= O(p), v= O(p), 
v = O(Al + A,), we find 
S(u,) < S(u3) + cp2(A1 + A,). (4.27) 
But uq satisfies (2.2), (2.3), and the entropy condition, so uq = uO, which 
we know to be globally unique. Thus from (4.24), (4.25), (4.27) we have 
S(u,) < S(u) - A, - A2 + cp*(A, + A*) 
6 S(u) (4.28) 
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with equality only if A, = A, = 0, which would imply u = uo, by Lemma 4.3, 
using (4.13), (4.7), and (4.18). Thus u. uniquely minimizes S(u), and the 
proof is complete. 
V. PR~~F OF LEMMA 4.2 
Setting S(U) < 0 in (3.2) using (2.8) and the strict convexity of 4, we 
have immediately 
LEMMA 5.1. Giuen any interval (a, p), there exists z cs (a, j?) such that u 
is continuous at z and satisfies 
124(z)-u,l <cp[l +maximum(lal, Ij?1)]“*[1 +(fl-a)-1’2]. (5.1) 
From (5.1), we can choose bounded, positive and negative values of q in 
(3.7) such that lu(q) - u,[ = U(p), and again using S(u) ~0 we find 
I 
0 
-02 
U(u(z); u,) dz, Irn U(u(z); u,) dz < cp2. 
0 
(5.2) 
LEMMA 5.2. For y > 0 sufficiently small, but independent of p, in the 
region (u - u/l < y, Iz - I,(q)1 < y, there exists a representation of weak 
solutions of (2.2) of the form 
u(z) = (1 - 5(z)) 01(z) + 5(z) Q*(Z), (5.3) 
where t(z) is 0 or 1 for all z, and u, , u2 are absolutely continuous and satisfy 
No, (z), u*(z), z) = 0 (5.4) 
n,(ul(Z))~Z~~k(u*(Z)) (5.5) 
(V’(b) - z4”(u,)) u1.z = 5(4’(h) - 4’(u2)) (5.6) 
(@YUz)-Z&(~,)) u2,r= (1 -t:)(#‘(u,)-#(ul)) (5.7) 
Ul(Z) = u*(z) if and only if z = hc(~l (z)). (5.8) 
Proof Set r(z) =0, u1 (z) = u(z) for all z such that &(u(z)) <z, and 
t(z) = 1, u*(z) = u(z) otherwise. For u(z), z in such a neighborhood, for 
z # & (u(z)), it follows from the assumption of genuine nonlineartity that 
there is exactly one solution of R(u(z)), p(z), z) = 0; we set u*(z) = p(z) in 
the first case and u,(z) = p(z) in the second. Genuine nonlinearity assures 
that (5.5) will be satisfied. For z = &(u(z)), set u1 (z) = u%(z) = u(z). Thus 
(5.3), (5.4), and (5.8) are satisfied. The differential equations (5.6) and 
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(5.7) are obtained by differentiating the Rankine-Hugoniot relation. For 
example, if 5 = 0 and u = ul, &(u) < z, in some interval, then u is 
constant, ul,= - 0 from (5.6), and u2 moves along the shock curve form ul, 
given by (5.7). 
Intervals in which u1 = u2, z = &(u(z)) are the k-rarefactions, with 
u~,~ = u2.z = T~(u~)/T~(u~) .n;(u,) from (5.6) and (5.7), using (5.8). 
Points zi such that t(zi - 0) = 0, t(zi + 0) = 1 are the entropy violating 
shocks. Points zi where u1 (zJ # u2(zj), Qz, + 0) = 0, t(zi- 0)) = 1 are the 
entropy shocks. According to (5.5), r also changes from 1 to 0 (with 
increasing z) at rarefactions, and at isolated points where z = &(u(z)). In 
the interior of a rarefaction, the value of t is immaterial. 
Given 5 as a function of z and initial values of u,, u2, the initial value 
problem for (5.6), (5.7) has a unique solution unless and until vi = u2 at 
some point-then ends of the rarefaction waves still need to be specified to 
determine u 1, u2 uniquely. 
Finally, (5.8) can be strengthened somewhat. From genuine nonlinearity, 
Jrk( p) . A;( p)j 2 c > 0 for p in a neighborhood of uI, and it follows from 
(5.4) that 
If~~(z)-u2(z)I 6~ I~k(u,(z))--l or c Ihc(~*(Z))-4 (5.9) 
We use this representation to prove the existance of the interval Zk. 
Choosing p - Ak (a,), & (uI) - c1= p in (5.1), we have the existence of a 
point zo, Izo - & (u,)l d p, at which u is continuous and lu(zo) - u,I < cp”‘. 
If z. = & (u(z,)), set u1 (zo) = u2(zo) = u(zo). Otherwise, there is one solution 
p of R(u(zo), p, zo) = 0 and we get ul(zo) = u(z,), u2(zo) = p or vice versa so 
that (5.5) is satisfied atzo. From (5.9) and (5.4), 
IP-4zo)l dc I&(4zo))--oI 
Qc I&(~(zo))-&(~,)l +c I&(%)--01 
Q cp 1’2 (5.10) 
so Iv1 (zo) - 41, b2(zo) - 41 G cP1’2. 
Now from (5.6), (5.7), and (5.9), it follows that Iu,,~/ and Iu~,~~ are 
bounded, independently of c, p, and the endpoints of any rarefaction 
waves, for vi, u2 in a neighborhood of u, and z in a neighborhood of &(u,). 
Thus for E > 0 sufficiently small, but independent of p, we will have 
lu1(z)--J, Iu2(z)--,I GE for Iz-&(u,)( <CE. 
Using (5.3), this establishes (4.1) and (4.2). Making E slightly smaller if 
necessary, again appealing to Lemma 5.1, we can have u constant in some 
neighborhood of the endpoints of Z,, satisfying (4.3). (The endpoints of Zk 
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cannot be rarefactions, ince &(~(a,)) = &(u!) + O(p), but lak - &(u,)l 2 
C(E), so for p sufficiently small (2.15) cannot hold at such points.) 
Outside the intervals Z,, i.e., inany of the intervals (-co, a,), (fik, ak+ 1), 
k = 1, . . . . n - 1, (pn, co), there are (many) points at which ZJ is continuous 
and satisfies (4.4), again from Lemma 5.1. Consider what happens to U(Z) 
as z decreases, for the sake of definiteness, from one of these points. Since 
\u(z)-u,l = O(p) and z$ Ik for any k, from (4.1) 
dist(z, {&(u(z)), k = 1, . . . . n}) z CE > 0, (5.11) 
independent of z and p (for all z such that lu(z) - uII = O(p)l, 
Thus u is constant until a point of discontinuity z, is reached; for some 
excursion oi, we identify zj+ as z,, z,: as z, _ 1. From (5.11), we have 
lu(z,-O)- u,I ace, so we can apply Lemma 3.4 with y=~(z~+O), 
w=u(z,-1 - 0), 6 = cc, p = cc, y = cp, g = uI or u,, and obtain from (3.39) 
5 Zm U(u(z);u,)dz>cminimum(l, lu(z,+O)-(z,-r-0)1), (5.12) ZIP-1 
and the same expression with U, replaced by U, in the integral. Comparing 
(5.12) with (5.2), we have (4.5), and we can note from the first line of (3.50) 
that 
N 
as well, i.e., the excursions are very thin in z. Furthermore (4.6) cannot fail, 
since there are no points of discontinuity in the interior of each wj, and 
rarefactions cannot occur without violating both (5.2) and (2.15). 
It remains only to obtain (4.7). Let li be given by 
i 
u(z,: -O), --oo <z<z,- 
ii(z) = u(z), z* < z < z: (5.14) 
u(z,? +0), zj+ <z<oo. 
As li satisfies (2.2), we may apply (3.10) to this function, obtaining 
S(t;)Z -c Iu(z; +O)-u(z,T -0)13 
+; j=: [ U(u(z); u(z,: - 0)) + U(u(z); u(z; + 0))] dz 
=I 
- c(z,? -z,Jl u(z,T +O)-u(z,: -0)12 
2 -c lu(zf +0)-u(zf -O)/*+; f U(u(z);u(zf +0)) dz. (5.15) 
=/ 
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By a final application of Lemma 3.4, with g= u(.z,? +O), the other 
parameters as in obtaining (5.12), we have 
It&; + 0) - u(z,~ - 0)l <c s” U(u(z); u(z,” + 0)) dz; (5.16) 
i- / 
from (5.15) and (5.16), noting that S(u; oj) = S(ti), we have (4.7). 
VI. PROOFOF LEMMA 4.3 
Throughout let the integer k be fixed arbitrarily. Throughout this 
section, all solution values are in an c-neighborhood of u,, E as in 
Lemma 4.2. Let P ( p) (resp. r- ( p)) be the k-shock curves from point p, 
such that the shock speed increases (resp. decreases) as one moves away 
from p. Similarly, let R+(p) (resp. R-(p)) denote the k-rarefaction curve 
through p, such that A, increases (resp. decreases) as one moves away from 
p. Let D(p, q, C) denote the arc length of the segment of the curve C 
between p and q. 
The strength of an entropy shock connecting p on the left with q on the 
right will be taken as - D( p, q, rP (p)) or - D( p, q, T+(q)), depending on 
the context. The strength of an entropy-violating shock, with the same 
endpoints, will be D( p, q, T+(p)) or D(p, q, r-(q)). When two shocks are 
to be compared in strength, they will generally have a common endpoint, 
and the shock curve from the common endpoint will be used to compare 
shock stength. 
The strength of a rarefaction, connecting p on the left with q on the 
right, will be taken as D(p, q, R+(p)) =D(p, q, R-(q)). 
Using this notation, several preliminary results are obtained. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let qER+(p), QER’(~), such that D(p, q, R+(p))= 
D(p, (z, R+(d)). Then 
b-4 G IP-PI (1 +cD(p, q, R+(P))). (6.1) 
This is immediate, noting that the eigenvector ~~(0) is a Lipschitz 
continuous function of the point O. We may substitute R- for R+. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let qEP(p),gER+(p) such that D(p,q,I’+(p))= 
D(P, 4, R+(P)). Then 
14 - 41 G cD(p, 49 r+(p))3 
Q ccl Id (6.2) 
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where c is the entropy drop associated with the shock connecting p with q, 
given, for example, by (2.11). 
This is simply a statement that R+(p) and P(p) coincide to second 
order at p, as noted in [2]. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let p,w~F(y), with D(y,p,T+(y))<D(y,w,T+(y)). 
Let qER+(p), withD(p,q,R+(p))=D(p,w,T+(y)). Then 
I4 - WI 6 my, w, I-+ ( y)J3. (6.3) 
Proof Let d, Z E R+ ( y) be such that 
NY, P, ~+(Y))=WY> A R+(Y)) (6.4) 
and 
WY, w, r+(y)) = WY, @‘, R+(Y)). (6.5) 
Then from (6.2), (6.4), (6.5) 
IP-A, lw-4 <WY, wT+(y))3. (6.6) 
As W, 3, R+(Y)) = W, 3, R+(P)) = WP, q, R+(p)), from (6.1) 
F-91 Gc Id-PI, (6.7) 
lw-qJ d lw-$1 + )G-q) 
<WY, w, r+(y))’ (6.8) 
from (6.6) and (6.7). 
LEMMA 6.4. Let w, p E r-(y), q E R+(p), such that 
D(P, q, R+(P))=NY, P, ~-(Y))-NY, w, T-(Y)). 
Then 
(6.9) 
b-91 <WY, p, r-(y))3. (6.10) 
Proof. Let@,pER-(y)besuchthatD(y,w,T-(y))=D(y,G,R-(y)) 
and D( y, p, r-(y)) = D( y, p”, R-(y)). Then from Lemma 6.2 
IP-A, lw-@I GCWY, P,nY))3. (6.11) 
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AS 
md, 6, R+td))=wfi, A R-(y)) 
= WY P, z-(Y)) 
=wy, PY r-(Y))-aY? WY r-(Y)) 
=WP, q, R+(P)) (6.12) 
from (6.9), we have by another application of Lemma 6.1 
(6.13) 
then from 
[w-q/< lw-$,I+ IS-ql, (6.14) 
using (6.11) and (6.13), we obtain (6.10). 
At this point we can clarify the size of the constant E in Lemma 4.2. 
We simply require E sufficiently small that for all p, q, s such that 
R(p, q, S) = 0, p in an e-neighborhood of u,, s E Zj for some i, Lemma 6.2 
applies with some constant co and the discontinuity between p and q is 
necessarily a j-shock. 
The stength of the single wave in ii (within Z,) will be the algebraic sum 
of the strengths of the waves in u (within Zk), according to the above 
convention. As the variation in u associated with all of these waves is 
essentially in the direction T~(uJ, it follows from (4.3) that the strength of 
the wave in u” will be of O(p). And as the left endpoint of this wave is U(Q), 
within O(p) of uI, it follows that the speed(s) of the wave in ii will be 
within O(p) of I,(u,). 
It remains to prove (4.1 l), that the reduction in the rate of total entropy 
generation from the replacement of u by ij within Zk is of the same order 
as the “misfit” introduced at pk. This is immediate when u contains only a 
single wave within Z,. We take u = ii when such a wave is an entropy shock 
or a rarefaction, and (4.11) holds trivially. For u containing a single 
entropy-violating shock, we take ii a rarefaction of the same strength, and 
(4.11) follows from Lemma 6.2. 
Therefore in what follows, we assume that u contains at least two waves 
within Ik. These waves may be linearly ordered by their speeds; two 
adjacent waves, hereafter called neighbors, share a common endpoint. Not 
all types of waves, however, can be neighbors. 
LEMMA 6.5. The neighbors of an entropy shock, or a rarefaction, are
entropy-violating shocks; two entropy-violating shocks can also be neighbors. 
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This is immediate from the representation (5.4)-(5.8), for the function u 
within Zk; it may also be obtained by comparison of shock and charac- 
teristic speeds. 
LEMMA 6.6. Whenever an entropy shock and an entropy-violating shock 
are neighbors, ina solution u of (2.2), the entropy-violating shock is stronger. 
Proof For definiteness, we take the case where the entropy shock has 
the lower speed; the other case is treated entirely similarly. Thus let 
R(p, q, sl) = R(q, w, s2) = 0, s1 <sq, q E r-(p), w E r+(q). Then P E r+(q), 
and as sI < s2, we have 
wq, P? r+ (cl)) < mq, WY r+ (4)). (6.15) 
LEMMA 6.7. Let an entropy shock of strength c = D(p, q, Z+(q)) connect 
p to q, and an entropy-violating shock of stength 5= D(q, w, Z+ (9)) connect 
q to w, both within Zk. Then the sum of the entropy drops of these two shocks 
is positive, and is bounded from below by ~(5 - [)<*. 
Proof: We have 5 -C < as in (6.15). To lowest order in the wave 
strengths, the sum of the entropy drops is c(t3 - 5’). But the sum of the 
entropy drops is a smooth function of 5, [, and as [ -+ t - 0, p + w, the two 
shocks coalesce, and the sum of the entropy drops vanishes. So the higher 
order terms are also proportional to E: - [, and our result follows. 
COROLLARY. Zf S(u; Zk) < 0, then within Z, u contains, for some positive 
integer J, exactly J+ 1 entropy shocks separated by J entropy-violating 
shocks. 
Below we call this case S. The converse of this statement is not true; 
S(u; Zk) can be positive ven in case S. 
Using Lemma 6.5, we divide the waves of u within Zk into J units, for 
some positive integer J, each unit containing a single rarefaction, a single 
entropy-violating shock, or a pair of shocks, neighbors, one of which 
satisfies the entropy condition (the other necessarily does not). This 
includes all the waves within Zk except in case S, in which the leftmost 
entropy shock, i.e., the one with U(Q) on the left, remains. These units are 
also linearly ordered by their speeds; indeed, we can choose zj, j = 0, . . . . J, 
such that the wave(s) in unit j are precisely those with speeds in the inter- 
val (zj- ‘, zj), with z” = CQ except in case S, in which case z” = Zi + 6, 6 > 0 
small, zi the speed of the leftmost shock within I. 
The net strength zj of unit j is the algebraic sum of the strengths of the 
waves in unit j, according to the above convention, which are lengths 
measured from the left endpoint in the case of a single entropy-violating 
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shock, and from the common endpoint in the case of a neighboring pair of 
waves. From Lemma 6.6, 
and from Lemma 4.2, 
z,>O, j= 1, . . . . J, (6.16) 
i Tj< CE. (6.17) 
J=o 
We shall construct the wave of ii, within Zk, sequentially in J steps, 
absorbing one of the given units of waves at each step. After the jth step, 
we have a wave ii’ connecting U(Q) on the left with some point pj on the 
right. We take p. = U(Q) except in case S, where p. = u(z") = u(zi + 0), z, 
as above, the speed of the leftmost shock of u within Zk. The entropy drop 
aj of the wave 6’ is zero for a rarefaction, egative for an entropy shock; 
o” = 0 except in case S, where a0 = (T(u, zi) given by (2.11). 
After the jth step, the accumulated reduction in the rate of total entropy 
generation is S(u; (Q, zj)) - crj, and the accumulated “misfit” is ju(zj) - pjl. 
The strength of the wave ii’, D(u(Q), pJ, R+(u(cr,))) or -D(u(cQ), 
pi, Z-(~(a,))), increases by rj in step j, so in particular if 17’ is a rarefaction 
or a wave of zero stength, ii’+’ is a rarefaction from (6.16). 
Initially, i.e., for j = 0, both the “misfit” and the reduction in the rate of 
entropy generation are zero. Our result (4.11) follows from (6.17) and the 
following: 
LEMMA 6.8. For j = 1, . . . . J, 
l”(z’)-PjJ <(l +O(TJ,)) l”(z’p’)-pj-,l 
+c(S(u; (z'-',z'))+ CT-'-OJ). (6.18) 
ProoJ: There are six cases to be considered, depending on the waves 
ii’-‘, ii’ and the waves(s) in unit j. In the first four cases, zP1 is a rarefac- 
tion, or a wave of zero strength, so z? is a rarefaction and & ’ = .j= 0. 
Case 1. Unit j contains a rarefaction of strength rj. Here S(u; (zj- ‘, zj)) 
= 0. Setting 
PjER+(Pj-1hD(Pj, Pj-1, R+(Pj-,))=zj, (6.19) 
we obtain (6.18) from Lemma 6.1. 
Case 2. Unit j contains an entropy-violating shock, of strength 
tj = D(u(zj- ‘), u(zj), r’(u(zj-I))). Set w E R+(u(zj- I)), D(u(zJ-I), w, 
R+(u(zj-‘)) = zj. With p, given by (6.19), 
lPjmww( <(I +O(Tj)) l”(z’p’)-pj-lJ (6.20) 
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< cS(z.4; (z’-1,z’)) (6.21) 
by Lemma 6.2. In this case (6.18) follows from (6.20) and (6.21). 
Case 3. Unit j contains an entropy-violating shock of strength 
5=w4z’-‘), y,T-(y)), connecting u((zj- ‘) to a point y, followed by an 
entropy shock of strength - [, 5 = D( y, z&j), r-(v)). 
Here zj= r-c>0 by Lemma 6.6. Set qE R+(u(zj-I)), D(u(zj-‘), q, 
R+(u(zj-‘))) = zj, and let pi be obtained from (6.19). Then Ipi- q1 f 
(1 + O(rj)) Ipi- i - u(zj- ‘)I by Lemma 6.1, and 1q - u(z’)l < ct3 by 
Lemma 6.4. By inspection, however, )q - u(zj)l/(< - [) is bounded as 
1: -+ 5 - 0, and lq - u(zj)l is a smooth function of <, {, so 
I4 - W)) d cr2tt - 5) 
d cS(u; (z’- 1, z’)) (6.22) 
by an application of Lemma 6.7. 
Case 4. Unit j contains an entropy shock of strength -c, c = 
D(u(zj-‘), y, P(y)) followed by an entropy-violating shock of strength 
5: = D( Y, W), r+(y)). 
Again zj= 5 - [ > 0; we obtain pi from (6.19) and set qE R+(u(zj-‘)), 
D(u(z’-’ ), q, R+(u(zj-I))= zj. The argument is now the same as in 
Case 3, except that we use Lemma 6.3 instead of Lemma 6.4. 
In the final two cases, ii’-’ is an entropy shock, and ai-’ < 0. This 
occurs only in case S, so unit j necessarily contains an entropy-violating 
shock, of strength 5 = D(u(zj- ‘), q, r-(q)), followed by an entropy 
shock of strength -c, { = D(q, u(z’), f-(q)). As above, rj = < - [ > 0, and 
we set v= D(u(Q), pj-l, P(u(cr,))), so that ii’-’ is an entropy shock of 
strength - v. 
Case 5. zj< v. In this case ii’ will also be an entropy shock, of 
strength - y, 
y=v+i-5 
> 0, (6.23) 
including the case y = 0, i.e., a wave of zero strength, and 
PjEr-(U(ak))r D(~(a/c), P/y r-(u(a,)))=~. (6.24) 
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First, we show by induction that 
v < 5. (6.25) 
For the first step, j= 1, this is immediate from Lemma 6.6. For j> 1, 
suppose that (6.25) holds for all previous steps, which are all of this same 
type by Lemma 6.5. Then from (6.23), yCC for each previous step, so v 
(present step) = y (previous tep) < [ (previous tep) < 5 (present step), the 
last inequality obtained by another application of Lemma 6.6. 
Let the point y be determined from 
Pj~1Er-(y),D(y,Pj-,,r-(y))=r. (6.26) 
As y E T+(p,- I), the existence and uniqueness of the point y are 
immediate by a continuity argument. Similarly, determine w by 
wEr-(Y), q.!J, w, r-(y))=i. (6.27) 
A result analogous to Lemma 6.1 holds, of course, for shock curves. For 
0 d t < 5, let o(t), s(t) be determined from some given point u0 and 
(q’(u)-sqY’(t))ti=S(~‘(u)-qqu,)) 
Jtil = 1 
Ul Er+(uo), au,, 01, T-(u,)) = 5 
u(0) = uo 
wuo, 01, 40)) = 0, 
(6.28) 
where dots indicate derivatives with respect o t .  
For u. = u(zi- ‘), u, = q, and (6.28) is simply a representation for r-(q), 
so u(rj) = u(zj), while for u. =pj, uI = y, (6.28) describes T-(y), and 
u(rj) = W. By standard results for systems of ordinary differential equations, 
(U(zi)-wI<(l+O(zj)) lU(Zj-‘)-Pj-,I. (6.29) 
Next let t?‘~R+(p~-~) with D(pj-,, %‘, R+(pjAl))=<-c=v--y from 
(6.23). By two applications of Lemma 6.4, using (6.26), we find 
lpi-WI < (w-*,I + IG-pjI 
< c( 53 + v3) 
< ct3, (6.30) 
the final step using (6.25). Furthermore, this estimate can be somewhat 
improved. As [ + t - 0, w and pj both approach pjP 1 smoothly, so (pi - WI 
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becomes zero smoothly in this limit. And as 5 + v + 0 with [ < 4: fixed, y
approaches u(ak) and so w approaches pi, again smoothly. Thus 
I P, - WI G cat - Lx5 - VI, (6.31) 
so that from (6.29) and (6.31), 
l”(z’)-pjl Q(l+ O(Zj)) lU(Zip’ )-Pj-lI +C<(<-[)(t-V). (6.32) 
Finally we consider the change in the rate of entropy generation. In 
replacing ii’ -’ by iii we are replacing an entropy shock of strength -v by 
one of -7. We are simultaneously absorbing the two shocks from unit j, 
an entropy-violating shock of strength 5 and an entropy shock of strength 
- c. Therefore 
G = S(u; (z”- ‘, z~)) + & 1 - & 
2 ~(5’ - c3 - v3 + y3) + higher order terms 
= c( 5 - [)( 5- v)(v + [) + higher order terms 
> ~((5 - [)(< - v) + higher order terms, (6.33) 
from (6.23). To deal with the higher order terms, we note that G +O 
smoothly as { --, t- 0, and as 5 -+v+O, (~5 fixed, if pj-l=u(zjP1), e.g., 
for j= 1, as in this last case, q approaches u(ak) and u(zj) approaches p.i. 
Therefore from (6.33), since G is smooth in all these variables, 
(6.34) 
Our result (6.18) now follows from (6.32) and (6.34). 
Case 6. rJ > v. In this case ii’ will be a rarefaction. 
We do this case in two steps, adding two “equal and opposite” shocks 
to those in U. In the first step, we absorb the entropy-violating shock of 
strength < connecting u(zj- ‘) to q, and an extra entropy shock connecting 
q to some point w, of strength v - [, i.e., D(q, w, r-(q)) = 5 - v. This is an 
example of Case 5, for which (6.18) is established, with a value t(‘) = v, and 
results in an intermediate ii’- ‘j2 as a wave of zero stength. 
In the second step, we absorb an extra entropy-violating shock, of 
strength approximately t-v, connecting w back to q, and the entropy 
shock of strength -[, connecting q to u(z’). This is an example of Case 3, 
with a value r(*) = 5 - v - 5 = rj - v, f or which (6.18) is also established. 
Thus the proof is complete. 
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